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Data Protection: Governance, Risk Management, and ComplianceCRC Press, 2009
Failure to appreciate the full dimensions of data protection can lead to poor data protection management, costly resource allocation issues, and exposure to unnecessary risks. Data Protection: Governance, Risk Management, and Compliance explains how to gain a handle on the vital aspects of data protection.

The author...
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Professional Visual Basic 6 Project ManagementWrox Press, 1999
Suitable for both the project manager and Visual Basic developer, Jake Sturm's Professional Visual Basic Project Management is a clear-eyed guide to enterprise-level project management using Visual Basic 6 and UML. It provides a digestible and intelligent mix of advice and design expertise that can bring your organization up to speed with...
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Handbook of Compliant MechanismsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A fully illustrated reference book giving an easy-to-understand introduction to compliant mechanisms


	A broad compilation of compliant mechanisms to give inspiration and guidance to those interested in using compliant mechanisms in their designs, the Handbook of Compliant Mechanisms includes graphics and descriptions of many...
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Agile HiringArtima Inc, 2011

	This book is an indispensable resource for everyone involved in the hiring
	process. That includes managers, human resources (HR) personnel, and most
	of all, the front line hiring folks. If you review résumés, conduct phone or
	on-site interviews, or if you are responsible for making offers to candidates,
	this book is...
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Understanding the Universe: From Quarks to the CosmosWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004

	Lincoln's humor and personal tales do much to convey the flavor of modern particle physics research. -- Symmetry

	

	The Big Bang, the birth of the universe, was a singular event. All of the matter of the universe was concentrated at a single point, with temperatures so high that even the familiar protons and...
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Pediatric Allergy, Asthma and ImmunologySpringer, 2008


	Pediatric Allergy,Asthma and Immunology is a new discipline

	that finds its foundation in this book, whose

	roots linke me to Elena and Luisa Businco,with whom I

	founded the first Italian Pediatric Allergy Division some

	30years ago, now called the Pediatric Allergy and Immunology

	Division. There I discovered this world,...
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Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit Design (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
Radio frequency integrated circuit (RFIC) design is an exciting area for research
or product development. Technologies are constantly being improved, and as
they are, circuits formerly implemented as discrete solutions can now be integrated
onto a single chip. In addition to widely used applications such as cordless
phones and...
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Word 2010 SimplifiedVisual, 2010

	Simply the easiest way yet to get up to speed on Word 2010


	Microsoft Word 2010 includes all sorts of new features and functionalities, a redesigned interface, new emphasis on collaboration, and many additional changes. Both users of previous editions and those new to the Office applications will appreciate the clear, visual...
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Office 2010 SimplifiedVisual, 2010

	A clear, visual way to learn Office 2010 quickly and easily


	If you're looking for a way to get up to speed quickly on the newest version of Microsoft Office, these 400 pages of step-by-step instructions and full-color screen shots make it easy. Office 2010 has new features and tools to master, and whether you're upgrading...
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Sams Teach Yourself Internet and Web Basics All in OneSams Publishing, 2003
Welcome to Sams Teach Yourself Internet and Web Basics All in One, the book that gets you into and all around the Internet and Web authoring all in one volume.

Find all the answers to a new Internet user's questions in one big, easy-to-use book. Sams Teach Yourself Internet and...
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Oracle Exadata Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2013

	Oracle Exadata Recipes takes an example-based, problem/solution approach in showing how to size, install, configure, manage, monitor, optimize, and migrate Oracle database workloads on and to the Oracle Exadata Database Machine. Whether you’re an Oracle Database administrator, Unix/Linux administrator, storage administrator,...
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XSLT 2.0 Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
XSLT 2.0 Programmer's Reference, 3rd Edition, is the authoritative reference guide to the language. Without using the formal and inaccessible language of the W3C specifications, it tells you exactly what every construct in the language does, and how it is intended to be used. This book is a reference rather than a tutorial; it is...
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